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J1852 WENDY MOORE BROCHURE FA WITH DIGITAL FOIL 

A whisper of creamy whites flow through this palette to keep the style chic and timeless. Shapes are simple and 
stylised, with smooth, matt finishes that mimic the softness of petals and let the colour steal the show. 

This is a theme that will suit any room, creating an inviting sense of calm. As at home in open plan living as it is in a 
master suite, it can extend outdoors as it captures and softens light perfectly. It’s even perfect for an outdoor space 
that will capture and soften light perfectly.

Products featured:

NAKED AMBITION

The blush hues of this soft and feminine style 
carry undertones of caramels and creams 
combined with the understated luxury of 
warm metallic and soft terrazzo.

AUSTR AL BR ICKS | L A PALOMA MIRO, AUSTR AL BR ICKS | A LLURE AR IANA , AUSTR AL MASONRY | ARCHITEC POLISHED AL ABASTER,  

BRIST I LE ROOFING | PL ANUM COCOA , AUSTR AL MASONRY | TERRE MARIGOLD

The soft teals and deep marine tones sit perfectly with the textures of natural stone and the tailored, formal finishes. 
Streamlined architectural details add interest and light play to an otherwise simple scheme.

This is a look that can extend throughout the whole home, deeper colours will sit well in private spaces such as 
bathrooms and bedrooms, whereas the stones and textured surfaces blend the indoor style with outdoor spaces 
designed to be an extension of the living rooms. Bring in architectural details with moulding and panels and  
complete the look by decorating with soft natural fabrics, while oversized and comfortable seating create warmth  
and balance the formality.  

Echoing the elegant Hamptons style, this is 
a look that draws inspiration from grand 
homes and an Ivy League heritage. 

AUSTR AL BR ICKS | L A PALOMA A ZUL , AUSTR AL BR ICKS | BURLESQUE MAJEST IC GREY, AUSTR AL MASONRY | GB HONED PORCEL A IN,  

BRIST I LE ROOFING | PL ANUM WALL AROO, AUSTR AL MASONRY | ENDUR ASTONE FL AMED BL ACK GR AN ITE 

SPREAD 3 - PALETTE A AND B

TAILORED ELEGANCE

Products featured:
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COLOUR AND STYLE with Wendy Moore


